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We develop a method for the calculation of multichannel wavefunctions in the spirit of
quantum defect theory using numerically calculated reference functions. We have verified
the efficacy of our method by calculating cold collisional properties of 85Rb and 6Li in the
presence of external magnetic fields tuned across specific Feshbach resonances and thereby
reproducing known results. Our method is applicable to any arbitrary form of potentials
and any arbitrary range of energies around threshold. The implementation of our method
to any multichannel scattering problem is straightforward and can be readily applied to the
emerging areas of cold chemistry and quantum information processing by controlled cold
collisions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent times, cold atomic collisions have emerged as a key area of research, opening
prospects for hither-to-unexplored regimes of cold chemistry1,2 where quantum correlations or
entanglement can play an important role. One of the important methods for controlling the cold
collisional properties of atoms is the the magnetic Feshbach resonance (MFR)3,4. Ever since its
first experimental observation5 in cold collisions of atoms two decades ago, MFR has remained an
indispensable tool for tuning the s-wave scattering length. In fact, tunable MFR has been widely
utilized in demonstrating a number of few- and many-body quantum effects using cold atomic
gases3,6. Apart from MFR, an optical method, known as optical Feshbach resonance (OFR)7–10
that makes use of photoassociative coupling is currently being explored as an alternative tool for
controlling interatomic interactions. Photoassociation (PA)11,12 is a photochemical process by
which a pair of colliding cold atoms become bound into a molecule in an electronically excited
state by a single photon absorption. Two-photon Raman photoassociation is being used to produce
cold molecules in electronically ground state manifold. PA in the presence of an MFR can lead to
Fano resonances13,14 which is a manifestation of quantum interference in spectroscopy or quantum
collisions. At a fundamental level, all these resonances, namely, MFR, OFR and Fano resonances
can be treated as a multichannel quantum scattering problem. Therefore, it is important to develop
accurate but preferably simple and robust numerical method for solving a generic multichannel
scattering problem.
The most accurate numerical method for solving multichannel quantum scattering problems is
close-coupling (CC) method15–17. In this method, one needs to propagate wave functions in a ma-
trix form outward starting from a short separation, and then match the functions with asymptotic
boundary conditions. For an N-channel CC problem, each step of propagation requires an O(N3)
matrix operation, and so the usual CC algorithm takes a time proportional to N3. Therefore, CC
calculations are computationally very expensive. However, the properties of atomic and molecular
collisions can also be calculated by several other methods which are computationally less expen-
sive, among which the most important ones are the asymptotic bound-state model (ABM)18,19
and multichannel quantum defect theory (MQDT)20. In ABM method, one calculates only the
bound states close to the thresholds of the channel potentials to describe low energy scattering
properties like Feshbach resonance positions and scattering lengths bypassing the computation
of explicit scattering states18,19. The another important method is multichannel quantum defect
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theory (MQDT) which is the object of this study.
Historically, the ground work for quantum defect theory (QDT) was laid down by Seaton20 in
the context of collisions and spectroscopy of atomic Rydberg states, by considering the systematic
separation of short and long-range parts of Coulomb potentials. Then, QDT was generalized to
treat attractive or repulsive charge-dipole±1/r221,22 and polarization potentials23–25. This method
has been successfully applied to scattering problems as diverse as negative ion photodetachment23,
predissociation of atom-diatom van der Waals complexes26,27 as well as diatomic molecules near
threshold, hyperfine structure determination of molecular ions28. The prototype atom-molecule
collision system Mg + NH has been dealt with MQDT29. Furthermore, inelastic atomic scattering
was analyzed by Mies30 and Mies and Julienne31 using MQDT method. In recent times, MQDT
has attracted renewed interests for the treatment of ultracold atomic32–38 collisions. A simple
and efficient MQDT formalism was developed by Burke et al33 using Milne phase-amplitude so-
lutions for the calculation of magnetic Feshbach resonances of ultracold atoms. In a standard
or semi-analytic MQDT method, the major task is to obtain a matrix Y31,34,35 that completely
describes the short-range dynamics and is almost insensitive to collision energy E and any ex-
ternal field such as magnetic field B in case of MFR. Once this matrix is deduced, one can use
it for a relatively wide range of energies and fields. The time required for calculations at ad-
ditional energies and fields is only proportional to N not N3. MQDT is also found to be quite
useful for ion-atom cold collisions39,40. The ion-atom and atom-atom potentials go as −C4/r
4
and −C6/r
6 as the separation r → ∞, where C4 and C6 are the respective long-range dispersion
coefficients. The analytical solutions of −C6/r
641 and −C4/r
4 potentials have been employed to
develop analytic MQDT methods by Gao42,43, giving much insight into ultracold atom-atom44–47
and atom-ion43,48,49 collision physics.
MQDT starts by propagating outward the multichannel wave function or or its log-derivative in
a matrix form from short separation. But, instead of propagating upto asymptotic region as in CC,
the propagation is stopped at an intermediate and usually classically allowed separation known as
matching point rm. Then, this numerically obtained solution at rm is matched with the analytical
solutions of the long-range form of the potential matrix. Implicit assumptions or conditions in this
method are that (i) for separations r > rm, the off-diagonal elements of the potential matrix (which
are basically inter-channel couplings) become negligible, rendering the potential matrix essentially
into a diagonal form, and (ii) The diagonal elements of the potential matrix for r > rm should be
expressible, at least in leading order, in analytical forms that should also admit analytical solutions.
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The latter condition is the most stringent one, restricting the application of MQDT methods to
certain specific classes of long-range potentials, such as Coulomb (1/r), dipolar (1/r2), van der
Waals ( 1/r6), charge-neutral (1/r4), etc. type potentials.
Here, we explore MQDT with a complete numerical approach for describing scattering phe-
nomena in atomic or molecular systems. Our method comprises of two crucial steps. In the first
step, we calculate some numerical reference functions taking different asymptotic or long-range
boundary conditions of open and closed channels. We first calculate a reference function of a chan-
nel potential (which is a diagonal element of the potential matrix) considering an exponentially
decaying or a sinusoidal function in asymptotic limit if the concerned channel is closed or open,
respectively. Alternatively, one can utilize the analytical solution (if available) of the long-range
part of the channel potential to set the appropriate boundary conditions at a long separation. We
employ standard Numerov-Cooley procedure to calculate the function. We then calculate another
reference function which is linearly independent to the former function by numerically solving
the Wronskian equation for the two functions. The quantum defect functions are constructed by
superposition of these two numerical reference functions for closed channels. Then we perform
an outward propagation in a matrix form up to a suitably chosen matching point in the classically
allowed region. We then match this outward solution matrix with those numerically calculated
quantum defect functions at the matching point using two point matching technique in the spirit
of QDT. This matching gives a short range matrix and we call it as R matrix. In second step, we
carry out an asymptotic analysis to obtain physically acceptable solutions both for open and closed
channels and finally we calculate scattering phase shift. We apply our method to atomic collisions
at low energy and calculate Feshbach resonances as an example.
In comparison to other MQDT methods, our method offers several advantages. First, our
method is applicable to any arbitrary form of the long-range potentials unlike those MQDTs that
use explicit analytical solutions of a select class of long-range potentials. Second, our method does
not require any WKB-type boundary condition as in semi-analytical MQDTs in order to calculate
pairs of reference functions. Third, our method guarantees that the numerically calculated pairs
of reference functions remain absolutely linearly independent throughout the entire range. Fourth,
real space Green function can be readily constructed using these linearly independent reference
functions. So, the effect of any residual potential matrix can be taken into account as a final-
state interaction by a perturbative approach, enabling more precise calculations of multichannel
scattering wave functions.
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The remainder of the paper is organized in the following way. In section-II, we describe our
numerical method for the calculation of reference functions and develop our all numerical MQDT.
In section-III, we verify our method by reproducing standard results of a two-channel model po-
tential of 85Rb system and five channel 6Li system. Finally, in section-IV we conclude and make
some remarks.
II. THEORETICAL APPROACH; NUMERICAL REFERENCE FUNCTIONS
In this section we describe the MQDT prescription with a complete numerical approach based
on numerical reference functions which are accurate enough to account for any kind of potential.
A multichannel wave function for ith incident channel is expressed in the form
Φi(r) = ∑
j
Fji(r) | j〉 (1)
where | j〉 represents the channel state for jth channel. In the absence of any magnetic field, for a
pair of ground-state atoms a and b, a channel state | j〉 is defined as | j〉 ≡| ( fa fb), f , ℓ,J〉 where
fa(b) is the hyperfine quantum number of the atom a(b), f = fa + fb and ℓ denotes the angular
momentum (partial wave) of relative motion. Here J = f+~ℓ is the total angular quantum num-
ber. In the absence of any external magnetic field, f , ℓ and J are quantum numbers. However, in
the presence of an external magnetic field, none of these quantum numbers remains good enough
except the total spin projection MF = msa +mia +msb +mia and MJ = MF +mℓ along the quantiza-
tion axis, where msa(b) and mia(b) are the projections of electronic spin sa(b) and nuclear spin ia(b),
respectively, of the atom a(b); and mℓ is the projection of ℓ. Here we have assumed that the rota-
tional motion of internuclear axis is uncoupled or weakly coupled with the internal spin motion.
In that case a channel is defined by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian of two non-interacting atoms
including the atomic Zeeman shifts, resulting in a channel state which is a superposition of the
product angular momentum states | (saia,msamia);(sbib,msbmib)〉⊗ | ℓmℓ〉. The full multichannel
wave function can be conveniently expressed in a matrix form Ψ(r) whose i, j element is Fji(r).
Generally, time-independent coupled Schroedinger equations for the functions Fji(r) ≡ Fj(r)
(we suppress the second subscript i for simplicity) is given by[
−
h¯2
2µ
d2
dr2
−E
]
Fj(r)+∑
i
Wi j(r)Fi(r) = 0 (2)
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where E is the collision energy andW is the coupling matrix with elements
Wji(r) =
∫
ψ∗j (τ)
[
Hˆint(τ)+V (r,τ)+
h¯2li(li +1)
2µr2
]
ψi(τ)dτ (3)
Here τ represents an internal degree-of-freedom of the system. Wji(r) obeys the asymptotic be-
havior
Wji(r → ∞)∼
[
E∞i +
h¯2li(li +1)
2µr2
]
δi j +O(r
−n) (4)
where li and E
∞
i denote the partial-wave number and threshold of the i-th channel, n is the power
of the leading term in the potential expansion and µ is the reduced mass of colliding pair. In matrix
representation, the Eq.2 becomes
−
h¯2
2µ
d2Ψ
dr2
= [W(r)−EI]Ψ(r) (5)
where I is the identity matrix. For the calculation of scattering states and bound states, the wave
function should vanish at the origin i.e the short-range boundary condition is
Fi(r)→ 0 ; r → 0 (6)
For an N-channel problem, the above coupled equations yield N solution vectors that should satisfy
boundary condition at r→ 0 and form (N×N) radial wave functions matrix Ψ(r). In the following
section, we describe our numerical method of MQDT in detail.
A. Inward propagation; solving Wronskian equation
Let there be No number of open channels which are enumerated starting from 1 to No, and Nc
number of closed channels from No + 1 to N with total channels being N = No +Nc. Initially,
we calculate one solution φi(r) of each channel i by inward propagation of a standard single-
channel Numerov-Cooley code starting from asymptotic limit up to the matching point rm. Since
the inter-channel mixing is negligible in this domain, independent single-channel propagation can
be pursued. For a closed channel i the asymptotic boundary condition is set as
φi(r → ∞)∼ exp(−κir); i = No +1, · · ·N (7)
where κi =
√
Wii(r → ∞)− k2 with k
2 = 2µE/h¯2. The point rm is chosen in classically allowed
region where the wavefunction φi(r) crosses the first anti-node from outer side. For the open
channels from i = 1 to i = No, we consider sinusoidal asymptotic boundary condition φi(r) ∼
6
sin(kir−ℓpi/2)where ki =
√
k2−Wii(r → ∞). Once the function φi(r) for each channel i is found,
we calculate another solutionψ(r) by solving theWronskian equation φ ′i (r)ψi(r)−ψ
′
i (r)φi(r)=C
where C = ki if the channel is open orC =−2κi if it is closed. Although, the Wronskian equation
(which is a first order inhomogeneous equation) admits an analytical solution50, it is not of much
use in practice as it can lead to numerical instability at or near the nodal points of φi(r). Instead,
we solve this equation numerically to find the second solution ψi(r). The numerical procedure for
solving the Wronskian equation is discussed in appendix.A.
For a closed channel i, we make linear combinations of these two linearly independent func-
tions to obtain two new linearly independent functions which asymptotically go as sin and cosine
hyperbolic functions. Let us denote this pair of functions as sci and cci
sci(r) = ni(φi(r)−ψi(r)) (8)
cci(r) = ni(φi(r)+ψi(r)) (9)
where ni =
√
κi/pi |Ei| is the normalization constant (for energy normalization) withEi =−h¯
2κ2i /2µ
being the asymptotic closed-channel energy. For an open channel i the corresponding pair func-
tions are obtained by normalizing the functions φi(r) and ψi(r) with the normalization con-
stant ni =
√
ki/piEi with Ei = h¯
2k2i /2µ We thus obtain desirable linearly-independent energy-
normalized base pair or reference functions for both open and closed channels for building up our
MQDT.
B. Outward propagation
Next, we calculate wave functions in matrix form by performing outward propagation from r∼
0 considering the short range boundary condition. For the Nc number of closed channels, the radial
functions Fi j(r) of the mentioned coupled Schrödinger equation will, in general, be exponentially
rising in the large limit of r. But, the physical solutions should be bounded everywhere. These
physically meaningful solutions can be constructed using radial functions Gi j which satisfy the
condition
Gi j(r ∼ ∞)→ 0 (10)
where i = No +1 to N.
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The diagonal elements Gii or Fii represents wave functions of the i-th channel whereas the
off-diagonal terms Gi j or Fi j represents amplitude of transition between channel i and j. These
functions can be partitioned as open-open (Goo) and closed-open (Gco) counterparts following the
work of Seaton20. Open-open components areGi j with i= 1 to No and j = 1 to No; and for closed-
open part i = No +1 to N and j = 1 to No. The scattering reactance matrix R is defined in terms
of functions G(R; r) satisfying the asymptotic behavior for j = 1 to No as
Gi j(R;r)∼ soiδ (i, j)+ coiRi j where i = 1 to No (11)
Gi j(R;r)∼ 0 where i = No +1 to Nc (12)
where soi and coi represent the reference sine and cosine functions for open channels in asymptotic
limit. In matrix notation
Goo(R;r)∼ s+ cR (13)
Gco(R;r)∼ 0 (14)
Finally, the numerically calculated wavefunctions obtained from outward propagation and refer-
ence functions of inward propagation are matched at a matching point rm that lies in classically
allowed region. The matching at rm can be expressed as
F(R;r) = s+ cR for r≥rm (15)
A complete set of solutions is described by a N×N matrix Ψ(r) containing the elements Fi j(r),
i = 1 to N and j = 1 to N. If FA(r) represents a particular complete set, the columns of any other
set of solutions, say FB(r), can be expressed as linear combinations of the the columns of FA(r).
Therefore, we can say FB(r) = FA(r)C, where C does not dependent on r.
C. Elimination of exponentially growing solutions of closed channels
In view of the above analysis, one can write
G(R;r) = F(R;r)L (16)
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FIG. 1. Variation of R matrix elements for the two-channel case as a function of magnetic field in mT.
where the matrices L have No columns and N rows. Consider the partitioning of F(R;r) into
sub-matrices as
F=
 Foo Foc
Fco Fcc

where subscripts o stand for “open” and c for “closed”. The sub-matrices Foo, Foc, Fco and Fcc are
of dimensions No×No, No×Nc, Nc×No and Nc×Nc, respectively. Partitioning of L is given as
L=
 Loo
Lco

with Loo and Lco are matrices of dimension No×No and Nc×No, respectively. From Eq.16, one
can write
G(R) =
 Foo(R)Loo +Foc(R)Lco
Fco(R)Loo +Fcc(R)Lco

Using Eq.15 for r ≥ rm
Goo(R) = soLoo + co(RooLoo +RocLco) (17)
Gco(R) = scLoo + cc(RcoLoo +RccLco) (18)
L should be taken such that Eq.13 is satisfied. Comparing Eq.13 and Eq.17, we get
Loo = 1 (19)
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FIG. 2. Variation of scattering length of 85Rb as a function of magnetic field in mT.
and
R= Roo +RocLco (20)
Eq.14 is satisfied if the coefficient of the exponentially growing term is equated to zero,
Lco = (1−Rcc)
−1
Rco (21)
Substituting Loo from Eq.21 into Eq.20 we get the final expresses of R.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Verification with a two-channel model potential
Here we consider a two-channel model potential51 of 85Rb atoms for describing Feshbach
resonance. According to the JILA experiment52, the 85Rb condensate atoms were prepared in
the hyperfine state (F = 2,mF = −2) considering as a open channel (2,−2) associated with a
reference potential Vop(r). In the presence of an external magnetic field B, the degeneracy of
the hyperfine levels is lifted and the potentials associated with different asymptotic scattering
channels are shifted with respect to each other. When the field-dependent energy Eres(B) of a
closed channel vibrational state is tuned to the dissociation threshold of open channel, a near zero-
energy scattering resonance occurs.
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The Hamiltonian of the relative motion of two atoms to a two-channel model can be expressed
as:
Ĥ=
 − h¯22µ d2dr2 +Vop(r) W (r)
W (r) − h¯
2
2µ
d2
dr2
+Vcl(B,r)

where µ is the reduced mass of 85Rb. The explicit analytical form of Vop is approximated by
Lennard-Jones potential of the form
Vop(r) = 4ξ
[
(σ/r)12− (σ/r)6
]
(22)
where σ = 10.075 a0 and 4ξ σ
6 =C6 = 4700 a0. The backgorund scattering length is aop =−450
a0 for the open channel potential Vop. The potentials in both the channels have the same form but
with the closed channel potential shifted upwards in energy, such that its threshold is at Eth+∆µB,
where ∆µ represents the difference in magnetic moment between separated atoms and the bare
resonance state. Therefore, the closed channel potential is given by
TABLE I. Components of short range Rmatrix for different choice of matching radius considering collision
energy E = 5µK and magnetic field having strength B = 15 mT.
rm(a0) Rcc Roc Rco Roo
40 1.00025 −0.14025 1.8029×10−3 0.59847
41 1.00019 −0.13963 1.6603×10−3 0.59833
42.5 1.00015 −0.13797 1.2905×10−3 0.59861
44.3 1.00010 −0.13608 8.3802×10−4 0.60192
46 1.00002 −0.13328 1.8376×10−4 0.61891
Vcl(r,B) =Vop(r)+Eth+∆µB (23)
The closed channel potential is modeled as Vcl = Vop +Ecl(B) where Ecl follows the dependence
of energy difference of the corresponding Zeeman hyperfine levels with the magnetic field as
h−1δEcl/δB=−33.345 MHz/mT.
The coupling between the said two-channels is given by
W (r) = β exp(−r/α) (24)
where β = 0.203 a.u. and α = 1 a0. So, it is a five parameter model that characterizes the Feshbach
resonance of 85Rb. Following the method as discussed in the section II A and appendix.A, we
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calculate the hyperbolic functions sci and cci related to the closed channel and sinusoidal functions
soi and coi related to open channel. In order to calculate these functions numerically, we perform
inward propagation from r = 100 a0 and r = 2000 a0 for closed and open channels, respectively.
We carry out outward propagation in matrix form from r = 8 a0 to a certain distance rm. We
match the outward and inward solutions by a two-point matching procedure in spirit of QDT,
Φ= (s+ cR)A and can be explicitly written asΦcc Φco
Φoc Φoo
=
sc 0
0 so
+
cc 0
0 co
Rcc Rco
Roc Roo
Acc Aco
Aoc Aoo
 (25)
where s, c are diagonal matrices and A is normalization constant. After matching those solutions,
we get short range Rmatrix elements and the matrix elements of A. The matching point is chosen
at a separation where the function φi(r) crosses the first anti-node from outer side and it appears
near 40 a0 for this two channel model system. In this regime, magnitude of the off-diagonal po-
tential is negligible compared to the diagonal potential. In Table.I, we show different components
of R-matrix elements for different choices of rm. From this table, it is clear that the R−matrix
elements become almost constant for different choices of rm. Thereby, in our method, matching
point may lie at rm or any points away from rm where the magnitude of off-diagonal potential is
practically zero. After matching we obtain Rmatrix which describe the short-range dynamics and
weakly depends on collision energy and magnetic field. In figure.1, we consider the variation of
the short range R matrix elements as a function of magnetic field. From this figure one can notice
that the numerically calculated R-matrix elements are almost constant or vary weakly with the
magnetic field.
B. Analysis of asymptotic solutions
Though Eq.25 is mathematically correct, the solutions are physically unacceptable because the
solutions consist of exponentially rising terms. In order to obtain physically acceptable solutions,
we make a transformation throughout from asymptotic region to short range so that the exponen-
tially rising part of the closed channel is eliminated. We multiply both sides of Eq.25 by a column
vector L containing two elements as Loo and Lco and considering asymptotic analysis, we get
Lco =
Rco
1−Rcc
(26)
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FIG. 3. The square of T-matrix elements as a function of energy in Kelvin of 85Rb for three different values
of magnetic field.
R= Roo +
RocRco
1−Rcc
(27)
and phase shift (δ ) is given by δ = tan−1R. From the value of phase shift, we can calculate
scattering length as =−limk→0 tanδ (k)/k.
In figure.2, we show variation of the scattering length as as a function of magnetic field B con-
sidering the temperature in ultra cold regime. This figure clearly demonstrates that the scattering
length diverges near the magnetic field 15.4 mT, signifying occurrence of Feshbach resonance.
The experimentally observed Feshbach resonance of 85Rb at low energy was reported at 15.5
mT53. So, our result is very close to the experimental value. Besides, we calculate scattering
T -matrix element as: |T |2 = 4sin2 δ from numerical value of δ . In figure.3, we plot square of
scattering T−matrix as a function of energy in kelvin for the different values of B. For magnetic
field B= 15.4 mT i.e near the resonance, the value of |T |2 approaches maximum as phase shift
goes through±pi/2 indicating the occurrence of FR.
Before we end this subsection, we wish to comment on the validity of the neglect of the off-
diagonal inter-channel coupling matrix elementsWi j(r) (i= 1,2 but i 6= j) for r > rm. The question
naturally arises to what extent the residual matrixW res(r) whereW resii = 0 andW
res
i j = 0 (i 6= j) for
13
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FIG. 4. The variations of five diagonal potentials of 6Li system as a function of internuclear distance r at
short range regime for the magnetic field B = 832.1 G are shown. The corresponding asymptotes are shown
in the inset of the figure.
r≤ rm andW
res
i j =Wi j(r) (i 6= j) for r > rm can affect the results through final-state interactions. To
test this validity, we define the ratio λ = 2W12(rm)/(W11(rm)+W22(rm)) of off-diagonal element
W12 to the average (W11+W22)/2 of the two diagonal elements at r = rm. If λ << 1 then one can
justify that the inter-channel coupling is indeed negligible for r > rm. For the two-channel problem
discussed above, the value of λ is smaller than unity by several orders.
C. Verification of Feshbach resonance of 6Li
In this section we describe scattering properties of five channel potentials of 6Li system. In
generally, the Hamiltonian can be written as
H = T (r)+∑H int +V c (28)
where T (r) is the kinetic energy term, V c is the interatomic potential on electronic spin state ~S1
and ~S2 of the two atoms. The interaction may be written in the form of
V c =V0(r)P0+V1(r)P1 (29)
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FIG. 5. Energy-normalized wave function for the open channel (ab) of 6Li as a function of internuclear
separation r for two different values of magnetic fields.
where P0 = 1/4−S1 ·S2 and P1 = 3/4+S1 ·S2 are the projection operators for two-electron singlet
and triplet states, respectively; and V0(r) and V1(r) are the singlet and triplet potentials, respec-
tively. This interaction is therefore diagonal in molecular or adiabatic basis | IMI;SMS〉, so that
〈S′M′S; I
′M′I |V
c | SMS; IMI〉= δI,I′δMIM′I δS,S
′δMSM′SVS (30)
where ~S =~s1+~s2 and~I =~i1+~i2, ~s1 and~s2 being the electronic spins and~i1 and~i2 being nuclear
spins of the two atoms. The interaction Hamiltonian ∑H int can be written as
H int = Hh f +HB (31)
where, Hh f and HB represent hyperfine and Zeeman interactions, respectively.
Now, when the two atoms are well separated, the non-interacting atoms can be treated individ-
ually in terms of atomic basis | f jm j〉 for atom j, where ~f j =~s j +~i j and m j is the projection of
total spin for a single atom. The hyperfine interaction for single atom can be written as
Hh f =
ah f
h¯2
~s j ·~i j =
ah f
2h¯2
(~f j
2
−~s j
2−~i j
2
) =
ah f
2h¯2
[ f ( f +1)− s(s+1)− i(i+1)] (32)
and ah f is the hyperfine constant. Hence, for two colliding atoms at large separation, the suitable
representation would be uncoupled hyperfine basis | f1m1, f2m2〉. So in the absence of magnetic
field, interaction Hamiltonian can be written as ∑H int = Hh f = H
h f
1 +H
h f
2 . The atomic or diabatic
or long-range basis can also be expressed in coupled hyperfine representation | ( f1 f2)FmF〉 and
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the hyperfine interaction is diagonal in this basis. Here, F = f1+ f2 is total hyperfine spin, and
mF is the projection of total hyperfine spin. Now, we have to convert the central potential in the
diabatic basis, | ( f1 f2)FmF〉.
〈( f1 f2) f m f |V
c | ( f ′1 f
′
2) f
′m′f 〉= ∑
S,I,MS,MI
VS〈( f1 f2) f m f ; lml | SMS; IMI; l
′m′l〉
〈SMS; IMI; l
′m′l | ( f1 f2) f m f ; lml〉 (33)
The transformation of the diabatic basis (coupled hyperfine representations) to the adiabatic basis
(short range representations) is as follows
〈SMS; IMI; l
′m′l | ( f1 f2) f m f ; lml〉= δll′δ (mlm
′
l)〈SMS; IMI | f m f 〉√
(2 f1+1)(2 f2+1)(2S+1)(2I+1)
s1 i1 f1
s2 i2 f2
S I f

(
1+(1−δ f1 f2)(−1)S+ I+ l√
2−δ f1 f2
)
(34)
Here, 〈SMS; IMI | f m f 〉 is Clebsch Gordon coefficient and the quantity in curly braket is known
as 9 j-symbol. Here m1 +m2 = m f = m
′
1 +m
′
2 = MS +MI If the magnetic field is sufficiently
TABLE II. Separated five atomic channels for the s-wave Feshbach resonance of 6Li. The projection of
total angular momentum MF = 0.
channels ( f1, f2) (m f1 ,m f2) MF
ab (1
2
, 1
2
) (+ 1
2
,− 1
2
) 0
ad (1
2
, 3
2
) (+ 1
2
,− 1
2
) 0
be (1
2
, 3
2
) (− 1
2
,+ 1
2
) 0
cf (3
2
, 3
2
) (− 3
2
,+ 3
2
) 0
de (3
2
, 3
2
) (+ 1
2
,− 1
2
) 0
weak, then this method is still applicable. But when the magnetic field is strong enough, then the
asymptotic Hamiltonian is no longer diagonal due to presence of Zeemann terms. A new basis
denoted by | f˜ m˜ f 〉, which is suitable for scattering in the presence of a magnetic field is obtained
by diagonalizing asymptotic form of the Hamiltonian. But, in this new basis, central potential
V c can not be diagonalized and the resulting off-diagonal terms will provide the coupling which
may eventually lead to multichannel resonances. Let | a〉=| SMS; IMI〉 denote adiabatic basis that
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FIG. 6. The variation of square of scattering T -matrix as a function of energy in Kelvin for two different
values of B = 832.1 G (black, solid) and B = 850 G (red, dashed).
diagonalise V c; | b〉 =| f1m1; f2m2〉 is asymptotic basis that diagonalizes Hh f and | b˜〉 = | f˜ m˜ f 〉
diagonalises Hh f +HB, respectively. So, we need to express the whole problem in | b˜〉 basis which
is physically relevant basis for our purpose at r → ∞. We consider the following steps in order to
obtain the diagonal and off-diagonal potentials in the physically relevant basis. In first step, we
express (Hh f +HB) in | b〉 basis, these can be done analytically and leads to a non-diagonal matrix.
Then, this matrix is numerically diagonalised to obtain eigenvalues which define the threshold
energy of the channel and the eigen vectors for transformations from | b〉 to | b˜〉 basis.
| b˜ j〉= ∑
i
| bi〉〈bi | b˜ j〉= ∑
i
c ji | b j〉 (35)
In the next step, V c is transformed from | a〉 basis to | b〉 basis which leads to off-diagonal terms.
Finally, V c is transformed from | b〉 basis to | b˜〉 basis using c ji coefficients. During the trans-
formations, the projection of the total angular momentum MF = m f1 +m f2 is conserved. The
quantization axis is chosen to be along the direction of the magnetic field.
We consider fermionic species 6Li, having nuclear and electronic spin i = 1 and = 1/2. Here,
we take five channels to describe s-wave Feshbach resonance following the work by Chin et al3.
These five channels are listed in Table.II. In figure.4, we plot five diagonal potentials in short range
regime as a function of r for a particular value of magnetic field B = 832.1 G. In the inset of the
figure, we show the asymptotic long range part of the potentials for the chosen five channels.
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In case of five channel 6Li system, we consider the channel ‘ab’as an open channel and other
four channels remain closed. The energy of the said channels increases from ‘ab’to ‘de’as a func-
tion of B3. For the open channel, we consider inward propagation from asymptotic region r = 2000
a0 and for closed channels we start propagation from r = 150 a0. After complete inward prop-
agation of each closed and open channel by Numerov method, we perform outward propagation
in 5×5 matrix from. Then we match these inward and outward solutions by two-point matching
procedure in order to obtain the multichannel wavefunctions for the mentioned channels. For this
system, we obtain that the matching point rm ∼ 22 a0.
In figure.5, we plot the wave functions for open channel in upper and lower panels for magnetic
field B = 832.1 G and B= 850 G, respectively. From this figure we notice that the amplitude of the
wave function is much higher at B = 832.1 G than B = 850 indicating an effect of the resonance
near 832.1 G. In figure.6 we have shown square of scattering T -matrix as a function of energy
for the said two values of magnetic fields. For the field B = 850 G, there is hardly any effect of
resonance unlike that for B = 832.1 G at which Feshbach resonance occurs as energy decreases
below 1 microKelvin.
In passing, we verify whether we can really neglect the off-diagonal potential terms for r > rm.
For this we evaluate the λ parameter as defined in the subsection III B for the lowest two channels,
that is, the lowest open channel and the lowest closed channel. We find λ ≃ 0.01. So, we can
reasonably neglect the off-diagonal terms for r > rm
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed an MQDT in a complete numerical approach using standard Numerov-
Cooley algorithm and the numerical solution of the Wronskian equation. One of the primary base
functions φi(r) is calculated by single-channel inward propagation from asymptotic region to short
range. The other base function is calculated by numerically solving the Wronskian equation. In
our method, we select matching point rm near a separation where first anti-node of function φi(r)
for a closed channel i appears as it propagates inward, and so it lies in classically allowed region.
After making inward propagation, an outward propagation is carried out in matrix form. During
the propagation, linear independence is maintained throughout short as well as long range regime.
In our method, linear independence is automatically maintained since outward multichannel prop-
agation is carried out only within the classically allowed region. Linear independence becomes
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a particular issue of concern when multichannel wave function or matrix wave function is prop-
agated through classically forbidden region. For illustration, we have applied our method in two
cases: (i) a standard two-channel model for s-wave Feshbach resonance of 85Rb atoms and (ii)
a five-channel calculation for s-wave magnetic Feshbach resonance of fermionic 6Li atoms near
B = 832.1 G. Though, we have performed only s-wave calculations, our method can easily take
into account higher partial waves. In case of higher partial waves, the matching point should be
chosen inside the centrifugal barrier to avoid outward propagation through any classically forbid-
den region.
We have justified the neglect of inter-channel couplings for r > rm by verifying whether the
λ -parameter is sufficiently small. Suppose, λ is smaller than unity but not too small to neglect.
In that case, the effects of the residual potential element W resi j for r > rm can readily be taken
into account through perturbation calculation by constructing real space Green function using the
numerical reference functions. Since our numerical reference functions are calculated taking into
account all the long-range potential terms, the Green function so calculated will be more accurate.
Thus, using our method one can easily obtain complete information of wave function throughout
the entire range for both open or closed channels. As in chemical process like PA, the information
of Franck Condon factor which is associated with wave function of scattering continuum plays an
important role. Therefore, all continuum-bound spectroscopy involving atom-atom11 or atom-ion
systems54,55 can be explained by our MQDT technique. Our method is numerically more precise
but easy to implement, and so can be applied to all sorts of realistic long-range potentials. A
complete information on multi-channel wave function or density matrix is crucially important for
exploring aspects of quantum information or quantum gate operation by controlled collisions of
cold atoms56,57.
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Appendix A: Numerical method of solving Wronskian equation
Let us consider, the two linearly independent (LI) solutions ψi(r) and φi(r) of the following
linear second order homogeneous differential equation
y′′(r)+Q(r)y(r) = 0 (A1)
Hence,
ψ ′′i (r)+Q(r)ψi(r) = 0 (A2)
φ ′′i (r)+Q(r)φi(r) = 0 (A3)
Multiplying Eq.A2 by φi, Eq.A3 by ψi) and subtracting the resulting equations from each other,
we get W ′(r) = 0 where W (r) = W [φi,ψi] = φ
′
i (r)ψi(r)−ψ
′
i (r)φi(r) is the Wronskian between
φi(r) and ψi(r), implying
φ ′i (r)ψi(r)−ψ
′
i(r)φi(r) =C (A4)
where C is a constant.
Let us first consider two LI functions for a closed channel i. Suppose, the function φi(r) has the
asymptotic boundary condition φi ∼ exp(−κir). We numerically calculate this function by inward
integration of single-channel Schroedinger equation using this boundary condition. So, the other
LI function ψi(r) must satisfy the boundary condition ψi(r) ∼ exp(κr) as r → ∞. Therefore, we
set C = −2κi for a closed channel. Now, the problem at hand is to solve the Eq. (A4) for the
second LI solution ψ(r).
Let ra be a point in this large r regime, and the value of the first solution (φi, say) be known at
ra−h, ra and ra +h, with h being the step size for propagation. Then φ
′
i (ra) can be calculated as
φ ′i (ra) =
φi(ra +h)−φi(ra−h)
2h
(A5)
and the value of the second solution at ra is
ψi(ra) = exp(κra) (A6)
From the Wronskian Eq. (A4), we can write
ψ ′i (ra) =
−2κ +ψi(ra)φ
′
i (ra)
φi(ra)
(A7)
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The value of the second derivative ψ ′′i (ra) is given by the Schroedinger Eq.A1 itself as
ψ ′′i (ra) =−Q(ra)ψ(ra) (A8)
Now, a Taylor’s series expansion of ψ about ra gives
ψi(ra−h) = ψi(ra)−hψ
′
i (ra)+
h2
2
ψ ′′i (ra) (A9)
Knowing the value of ψi(ra), ψ
′
i (ra) and ψ
′′
i (ra) from Eq.A6, Eq.A7 and Eq.A8 respectively, we
can get ψi(ra−h) from Eq.A9. We repeat over and over the steps Eq.A5-Eq.A9 and calculate ψi
in the desired range. While executing the propagation, we avoid dealing with a too small or a too
large number by setting the asymptotic boundary function φi(r) =N exp(−κr) with a judiciously
chosen normalization factor N . The integration of Wronskian equation for finding ψi(r) may be
restricted over a limited region near the outer turning point in order to avoid the appearance of
a large number. For finding ψi(r) by numerical integration of the Wronskian equation, it is not
necessary that one should perform inward propagation starting from the asymptotic separation.
One can instead carry out outward propagation starting from a node point of φi(r) in the classically
allowed region. In that case, the inward propagation for φi(r) should be extended beyond the first
node point counted from the outer side. However, the matching should be done at or near the first
anti-node point.
After calculating numerical functions for closed channels, we calculate pair functions for open
channels. For an open channel i, we set C = ki and the asymptotic boundary condition
φ(r)∼ sin(kir− lpi/2) (A10)
We calculate φ(r) numerically by inward integration of the Schröedinger equation. We calculate
the other LI solution ψr that asymptotically behaves as
ψ(r)∼ cos(kir− lpi/2) (A11)
by solving the Wronskian equation by the same procedure as in the case of the closed channel, but
at the nodes of φ(r) we set ψ(r) =C/φ ′(r).
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